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COMMENTS
THE TECHNICALLY SKILLED WORKER AND THE
CORPORATION: DAGWOOD, DILBERT AND BEYOND
Corporate America finds itself in a sea of change. This
change is the result of many factors including rapid technologi-
cal developments so revolutionary that some have suggested
that a third industrial revolution, the Age of Informatics, is at
hand.1 Dynamic and profound changes in corporate organiza-
tions abound as a result of the numerous leveraged buyouts of
the 1980s and globalization of the world economy.
A special component of this new technical age is human
capital. No longer simply a pair of hands to do a task, human
capital has evolved into a creative source of ideas and thought,
the principal raw material for creating the information product.
The increasing need for highly skilled workers, coupled with a
decrease in opportunities for the marginally skilled employees,
presents significant challenges not only to businesses, but also
to society in general. The challenges businesses face have the
potential to create what Richard Freeman has labeled the
"apartheid economy."2 Important as this issue may be, this
paper will focus instead on the employee who possesses techni-
cal capabilities needed by the "high-tech" industries of the future.
1. See generally Zbigniew Brzezinski, America in the Technetronic Age: New
Question of Our Time, in TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS 274, 274-81 (Larry
Hickman & Azizah al-Hibri eds., 1981) (discussing this revolution).
2. See Richard B. Freeman, Toward an Apartheid Economy?, HARV. Bus. REV.,
Sept.-Oct. 1996, at 114, 120.
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It would seem to be the dawning of the golden age for these
workers; yet critics ranging from academic literature to the
popular press suggest that the situation of even the skilled
workers in today's corporation is far from satisfactory and that
their productivity is less than optimum.' Despite their valuable
capabilities, many highly skilled workers have fallen victim to
down-sizing, layoffs and corporate restructuring, leaving remain-
ing workers demoralized and uncertain of their future. Corpo-
rate America's significant investment in motivational and pro-
ductivity consultants shows that the negative impact is not
limited to the workers. Hence, consideration of the worker's
situation can lead to benefits for both individual workers and
corporations.
As financial experts, legal scholars, economists, and corporate
managers contemplate the course of corporate governance and
the role of the employee in the corporation of the future, the
voice of the technically skilled work force is conspicuously ab-
sent. The value of this section of the work force lies in its un-
derstanding of technology and in its analytical and problem
solving skills. Only recently, an eloquent spokesperson for the
technical work force in corporate America emerged from a most
unlikely source. He is the beleaguered, cubical-dwelling cartoon
character, Dilbert.4 Underscoring skilled workers' identification
with Dilbert's disenfranchisement, frustration and confusion
are: the rampant popularity of the Dilbert comic,5 which ap-
pears in over 1700 newspapers daily;6 the huge market for
Dilbert books and paraphernalia; the ubiquitous presence of
Dilbert quotations and cartoons in the work place; and the flood
3. See Louis Uchitelle & N.R. Kleinfield, On the Battlefields of America, Millions
of Casualties, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 6, 1996, at 1; THOMAS A. KOCHAN & PAUL
OSTERMAN, THE MuTUAL GAINS ENTERPRISE 2-3 (1994).
4. Dilbert was born in a cubicle at Pacific Bell where his creator, Scott Adams,
occupied cubicle 4S700R. Adams continued to work at Pacific Bell as a manager from
1989, when the strip began, until 1995, when he lost his job as a result of downsiz-
ing. See Lisa McLaughlin, Layoffs For Laughs: A Cartoon Called Dilbert Uplifts the
Downsized, TIME, May 18, 1996, at 82; Ellen Forman, Dilbert Swamped By Informa-
tion, AUSTIN AM.-STATESMAN, June 9, 1996, at F4.
5. People Magazine recognized Dilbert as one of the 25 most intriguing people of
1996. See Dilbert a Beleaguered Nerd Hits a Workplace Nerve, PEOPLE, Dec. 30, 1996,
at 74.
6. See Peter Martin, Comic Cynicism Belies Reality, FIN. TIMES, Jan. 27, 1997,
at 25.
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of e-mail received daily by creator Scott Adams." Each day,
"millions of [followers of Dilbert] see the banality and brutality
of their own working conditions."' Even experts agree that
Dilbert provides much insight into modern day-to-day work
place conditions.9
This paper considers the role of the technically skilled worker
by: (1) identifying Dilbert's sources of frustration through a
comparison to Dagwood Bumstead,'0 (2) considering current
corporate actions and initiatives to address the employee role in
the changing corporate environment and identifying critical
inadequacies in current efforts and (3) proposing strategies for
addressing these deficiencies without radical alteration of the
present system of corporate governance.
7. Creator Scott Adams, although not an engineer himself, worked closely with
engineers during his employment with Pacific Bell. Adams compares his experience
with engineers to Jane Goodall's experience with Gorillas; both "liv[ed] among them
and stud[ied] their habits." Diana Kunde, Laughing in Their Cubicles: Dilbert Taps
into Corporate Anxiety, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, June 24, 1996, at ID. In addition to
his experience at Pacific Bell, Adams' background includes an economics degree from
Hartwick College, an V.BA from Berkeley, and work experience as a bank teller and
computer programmer. See Tom McNichol, The Stuff Dweebs Are Made Of WASH.
PosT, Oct. 5, 1995, at Dl.
8. Kevin McCormally, Dilbert Gets a Raise, KIPLINGER'S PERS. FIN. MAG., Jan. 1,
1997, at 83.
9. In addition to workers, management experts such as Michael Hammer, author
of Re-engineering the Corporation, Guy Kawasaki of Apple Computer, and Jeffrey
Sonnenfeld, Director of Emory University's CEO College, acknowledge that Dilbert
provides an insightful window into corporate life. See David Leonhardt et al., Corpo-
rate America's Pet Gadfly, Bus. WK-, May 27, 1996, at 46; Steven Levy, Working in
Dilbert's World, NEWSWEEK, Aug. 12, 1996, at 52. The Wall Street Journal noted that
"[ilf you want to learn how management is actually practiced today, you need look no
further than Scott Adams' 'The Dilbert Principle.' Stanley W. Angrist, Business Book-
shelf- Cutting Through the Jargon, WALL ST. J., May 30, 1996, at A12.
10. Dagwood Bumstead and his wife Blondie are the principal characters in the
syndicated cartoon strip "Blondie." Marat "Chie" Young created the strip, which first
appeared on September 8, 1930. See MARTIN SHERIDAN, CoMIcs AND THEm CREATORS
95-97 (Hyperion ed., Hyperion Press. 1977) (1971).
Although a cartoon character may seem an unlikely reference point in an aca-
demic article, identification with humor may be one of the most honest sources for
determining individuals' attitudes. Professor M. Thomas Inge of Randolph-Macon Col-
lege, author of Comics as Culture, says "[c]omic strips are one of the few native
American art forms, and they really reflect the social attitudes of the times.&" William
B. Falk, Serious Business on the Funny Pages, NEWSDAY, Feb. 10, 1997, at B04. Hu-
mor strikes a basic spontaneous responsiveness in humans that is difficult to capture
in formal forms and interviews. In the formal setting, the interviewee is much more
likely to clothe his/her response in a fabric of perceived expectation. See also Cynthia
Crossen, Everybody's a Wisenheimer, WALL ST. J., Jan. 31, 1997, at Al.
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I. DILBERT V. DAGWOOD11
A general comparison of the tenor of Dilbert with the
Dagwood cartoon character of forty years ago2 shows a transi-
tion in employee attitude. The employee as a character who
seemed satisfied with his work, lived a fairly simple life," and
had a home, family and neighbors, has evolved into a downtrod-
den, frustrated, isolated character with little life beyond the
office and low job satisfaction. Many have attributed the de-
crease in job satisfaction to increased uncertainty in job stabili-
ty due to downsizing and decreasing commitment of employers
to a long term employment relationship.'4 No doubt these fac-
tors do play a role, but to attribute the present low morale of
large sections of the work force to them is to oversimplify the
problem. Simple examination of the Blondie cartoon strip shows
a frequent theme of Mr. Dithers, Dagwood's boss, threatening
to fire Dagwood. 5 Granted, Dagwood reappeared in the office
in subsequent strips; however, Mr. Dithers made Dagwood well
aware that he was an at-will employee and his fate was in the
hands of a boss who could fire him in an instant.
11. The author would like to thank King Features Syndicate and United Feature
Syndicate for their assistance in obtaining copyright reprint rights for the Blondie
and Dilbert cartoon strips appearing in this article.
12. Not only do Dagwood and Dilbert share the common feature of reflecting the
business work place of their era, but they also are both engineers-technically skilled
professionals. Although Dagwood's occupation as a civil engineer is less than obvious
in the cartoon, his occupation as an engineer was clearly demonstrated in the movie
"Blondie." The movie was the first of a series of twenty-eight Columbia Pictures' films
based on the cartoon strip. Background information presented on American Movie
Channel just prior to its showing of the first movie of the series on March 2, 1997.
13. Dagwood was not overtly consumptive. He lived in a simple house with very
basic furnishings, used public transportation to go to work, never took vacations, and
spent his spare time napping, concocting and eating large, over-sized sandwiches, or
interacting with his family or next door neighbors. See, e.g., Hal Marat "Chic" Young,
Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH, June 5, 1958. For other examples, see the Richmond
Times-Dispatch, May 1, 1969, June 22, 27, and 28, 1964.
14. See KOCHAN & OSTERMAN, supra note 3, at 14, 15 (discussing the impact of
job insecurity); see also Paul Osterman, Introduction to BROKEN LADDERS 1, 1-21
(Paul Osterman ed., Oxford Univ. Press 1996) (discussing changes in white collar
employment).
15. See Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH, May 29, 1955, July 12, 1964, and Feb.
10, 1987.
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The inadequacy caused by uncertainty with the future as an
explanation for the difference between Dagwood's and Dilbert's
attitude is further eroded when one contemplates that those
Dagwood comic strips appeared on the back pages of newspa-
pers bearing headlines of the arms race and cold war with the
shadow of nuclear rr n present.1  Even if Dagwood
and the employees who identified with him had better prospects
for keeping their jobs in the long term, they confronted daily
unpleasant uncertainty regarding their basic survival. Hence,
uncertainty regarding long term employment, while a legitimate
factor in contributing to Dilbert's pessimism, is not convincing
as its principal cause.
At least four additional general areas of differences between
Dagwood and Dilbert can be identified which shed light on
Dilbert's despair and provide insight for determining how to
optimize the corporation/employee relationship of the future.
16. Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH, Apr. 12, 1987 (Reprinted with special permis-
sion of King Features Syndicate); see also: Blondie, RIcH. TIM ES-DISPATCH, Jan. 27,
1963. The author analyzes Blondie cartoons of the 1950s and 1960s in developing her
discussion of Dagwood's life and working environent. However, copyright issues have
precluded use in this publication of Blondie cartoons older than 1985. Subsequently,
the author searched more recent Blondie strips t find publishable examples which
correspond to the original cartoons analyzed. Cartoons used in this paper will be foot-
noted with their date of appearance after 1985 as well as reference to the earlier
cartoon of comparable content used in the original analysis.
17. During the Cuban Missile Crisis, when newspaper headlines indicated that
the world teetered on the brink of nuclear war, Dagwood appeared on the comic page
continuing his usual activities of home and office. See, e.g., Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DIS-
PATCH, Oct. 15-31, 1961.
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These areas are physical accessibility, communications, feed-
back, and human dignity.
A. Physical Accessibility
Dagwood's physical office surroundings differed markedly
from Dilbert's. Dagwood sat in a spacious desk in an open
space. No obvious barriers were placed between him and his co-
workers. He did not appear to have a private office, and he
appeared to have been readily accessible to his coworkers; yet,
he had sufficient privacy when he was busy.
VU51N5SaPITTVy SiT rr COULD MUC MCH III CO.
18
In sharp contrast, Dilbert is confined to the infamous cubical.
It is a small space which lacks the dignity of an office, provides
an ever-present physical barrier between him and his coworkers
and creates a mental barrier of confinement. Dilbert's cubical
bears a remarkable comparison to a stall in a stable. Instead of
being an ongoing part of the corporate activities, Dilbert, like
the horse in the stall, is stored by the corporation until his
particular expertise is needed. The cubicle stifles creativity and
denies Dilbert the opportunity to contribute, much less collabo-
rate, with his coworkers because he is confined to such a small
space surrounded by real physical barriers. The cubical is not a
figment of comic strip imagination, but rather a real, omnipres-
ent feature of the corporate office.'9
18. Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH, Feb. 10, 1987 (Reprinted with special permis-
sion of King Features Syndicate); see also Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH, May 29,
1955 and July 12, 1964.
19. See Scorr ADAmS, THE DILBERT PRINCIPLE 20-24 (1996).
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B. Communications
Initially, one would predict that the Age of Informatics2
would present an age of enhanced communication. While e-mail,
faxes and satellite transmissions of phone and video communi-
cations present the opportunity for instantaneous global commu-
nications, workplace communication has deteriorated in two re-
spects. First, in excessive use of word-smithing, and second, in
lack of substantive content. Dagwood's communications with
Mr. Dithers were timely, brief, used simple language and, from
all appearances, contained adequate substance for communi-
cating the critical information of the job at hand.
CC -
PIC " TIA
20. Id. at 23 (DILBERT reprinted by permission of United Feature Syndicate, Inc.).
21. See Brzezinski, supra note 1 and accompanying text.
22. Blondie, RIcHi TIMES-DISPATCH, Dec. 11, 1986 (Reprinted with special permis-
sion of King Features Syndicate); see also Blondie, RICH. TIMEs-DISPATCH, May 4,
1995.
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Dilbert is deluged with a constant barrage of elaborate
sounding verbiage which camouflages the basic issues and typi-
cally marginalizes any substantive content. Frequently manag-
ers use acronyms not readily understood by the wider corporate
community or hire an outside consultant who provides a new
vocabulary of buzz words to create the perception of creativity
When substance is lacking.' Corporate management literature,
such as the Research Technology Management journal, provides
ample examples of this obfuscation of simple concepts in com-
plex new vocabulary.'
IF T E 505S USES YOU'RE ALL VERY
KERE'S 'YOUR A BUZZWORD ON ATTENTIVE TODAY
"BUZZW ORD BINGO" "OUR CARD, 'YOu My PROACTIVE
CARD FOR "ITE CHECK IT OFF. TKE j LEADERSHIP BINGO,
MEETING. OBECTIVE S TO FILL i MUST BE
A ROG) W ORKING SIR
25
Words are essential elements in relaying concepts from one
human to another and development of additional vocabulary is
a natural outgrowth of new experience. Rapid changes in vocab-
ulary and lack of commonality of understanding of new terms,
however, thwart constructive cooperation. One of the most an-
cient stories known to man, the story of the tower of Babel,
afrms this point. The Bible relates this story as: "Once upon a
time all the world spoke a single language and used the same
words .... [The people] said to one another, 'let us build our-
23. See ADAMS, supra note 19, at 40-41.
24. For example, see 1992 copies of Research Technology Management, a journal
published six times per year by Industrial Research Institute (IRI), "a non-profit orga-
nization of [nearly 300] leading industrial companies. These companies [repre-
sent]. .. 85 percent of the industrial research effort in the United States ... and
account for 20 percent of the gross national product," according to note accompanying
publication information inside the cover of the Jan.-Feb. 1992 (Vol. 35, No. 1) issue.
This time period is selected for reference because it reflects the time frame in which
much of the so called "new corporate culture" was introduced into corporate R&D
organizations and gives a good view of the scope and nature of new language inven-
tion.
25. ADAMS, supra note 19, at 41 (DILBERT reprinted by permission of United Fea-
ture Syndicate, Inc.).
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selves a city and a tower with its top in the heavens, and make
a name for ourselves . . . .2 God was displeased with this
plan and thwarted it by confusing their speech "so that they
[could] not understand what [was said] to one another. 27 This
not only effectively stopped the building project, but also result-
ed in the people scattering over the earth. The counter-produc-
tivity of excessive language manipulation is not a novel concept.
Effective communication is necessary not only for developing
new projects but is also essential for maintaining progress in
ongoing projects.
C. Feedback /Performance Evaluation
Dagwood's interactions on job performance with his boss, Mr.
Dithers, were frequent features of the Blondie cartoon strip.
Sometimes, Mr. Dithers gave word of praise or a raise in sala-
ry, other times he conveyed a sense of urgency or expressed
anger. These were all simple, direct communications, using
straightforward language or actions, delivered in a timely fash-
ion with regard to Dagwood's current performance. His increas-
es in wages were directly tied to his performance. He might
reasonably have expected financial reward as a result of his
outstanding individual contribution to a specific project.
MAKE A NOTE -l4ATIM YE S SI 0TWKV SO I'LL 1DWE MORS TU.-
-
4 CNI INAT6AM! WI) APJyLV'. t -r LVA5MSAO
28
26. Genesis 11:1-9 (The New English Bible).
27. Id.
28. Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH, May 27, 1987 (Reprinted with special permis-
sion of King Features Syndicate); see also Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH, May 5,
1955.
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Dagwood had ongoing feedback on how to best direct his
efforts to optimize his contribution to the firm's goals and en-
deavors. Not only did this enhance his self-esteem and feeling
of worth to the company, but the company profited because the
employee had both the information and motivation to give his
best effort to the company. The directness and frequency of the
Dagwood-Mr. Dithers interaction also created an accountability
of the management to the employee. Dagwood knew precisely
who evaluated his performance, had ready access to that indi-
vidual and could challenge assessments. The concept of a yearly
performance appraisal was foreign to Dagwood.
In contrast, Dilbert's principle performance feedback is the
yearly performance appraisal.0 Dilbert receives only limited
feedback near the time that he actually does a task or fails to
accomplish a task. Instead, all of his efforts are reduced to a
single document generated on a yearly basis. As the cartoon
implies, frequently the manager is so removed from Dilbert's
work and unknowledgeable of his efforts that the performance
29. Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH, Jan. 20, 1987 (Reprinted with special permis-
sion of King Features Syndicate) see also Blondie, RICH. TIMES-DISPATCH, May 29,
1955.
30. See generally AMA MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 81-93 (William K. Fallon ed., 2d
ed. 1983). In principle, performance management systems currently in vogue are sup-
posed to enhance fairness and objectivity by evaluating all employees at the same
time once a year and collecting input for that evaluation from a variety of sources.
Typically, targets are set for the percentage of employees receiving ratings of above
average, average or below average (also labeled exceeds expectations, meets expec-
tations, fails to meet expectations, respectively) with most employees ranked in the
average group. In practice, the system more resembles a lottery for the few above
average ratings than a consideration of the employee's contributions. It is not unusual
for input into the performance appraisal to be derived from individuals who have
little personal familiarity with the employee in question or her work.
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appraisal (PA) becomes a collection of management style
phrases which obscure his technical contributions or reflect any
of the substance of his contribution to the corporation.
50. _%1wr IJELI , I 5E I A D 1 EAMuED IDAE A
M YUACROS FUNCTIONL CSO-E OUE
PI I "Sii
D
-fR'O CREATE A NIL) / NDARIE5 AND tnARKET- O
T REV YR NC I  IROVE OVAL N
I ?E~UVLY RENGSEERO IGIVE YO A 5 E HIONEST.FOUND E ELIENC I  CORE P | I D E.LJER.T - ThE TAT I DONT
IN THE M IDST OF I AND ElIBRCED PERFEc.T EM~PLOYEE! WCASI9 KNOW
31
A recent posting on the internet widely circulated in corpo-
rate offices succinctly expresses the technically skilled
employee's frustration with currently fashionable performance
appraisal systems.3 ' As the author states:
[The performance appraisal] wasn't particularly a big deal,
and it gave me an opportunity to sit down with my project
leader and manager and talk about how things were go-
ing .... I believed that because I communicated frequently
with my project leader, my actual skills, productivity, and
contributions were understood and recognized. I only wor-
ried that when the director read my PA that his percep-
tions of me would be solely based on what he read, since
my exposure to the director, especially in the early days,
was almost nil.
Regardless of the PA, I was pretty much self-motivat-
ed .... PA's didn't particularly matter because most of my
incentives lay elsewhere.
[Tlhe "Performance Management Process" [PMP] appeared.
31. ADAMS, supra note 19, at 101 (DILBERT reprinted by permission of United
Feature Syndicate, Inc.).
32. jklein@wpost.com of The Washington Post is credited as the author of this
internet posting which appeared Friday, November 8, 1996.
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Wow! Talk about progressive management! I was beginning
to feel bad. All along I had thought that I was managing
my own performance, and now someone else was respon-
sible for my performance. Or so it seemed. Everyone had an
input into my PMP and we were all evaluated at the same
time (to make the process more fair!), because the PMP was
now some sort of vague competition to get a little extra
salary. I began to worry more about the appearance of my
productivity and my image with the management, rather
than what I needed to do to get the job done .... Odd
things began to appear which I didn't think rang quite true.
I was apparently not fulfilling someone's expectation...
but who? Should I make a rebuttal on the PMP form?
Would it make any difference? Why didn't these people talk
to me directly? Why couldn't my manager explain the prob-
lem to me? My performance sagged; I was getting discour-
aged. Maybe someone with my background and approach
didn't belong in this organization.'
The yearly performance appraisal system obscures, if not
removes, management's accountability to employees for perfor-
mance evaluation decisions, provides little opportunity for ac-
knowledgement of the employee's technically substantive contri-
bution to the corporation and provides little guidance to the
employee on how to improve her contribution in the future. No
wonder Dilbert seems confused and lacking direction. The em-
ployee in today's corporation is deprived of real time-specific
feedback necessary for optimizing his contribution. Furthermore,
the employee who works hard and feels that he has given his
best effort is alienated when he, like most of his colleagues,
receives a performance rating of average. "Even if he has a
strong self-image, he has to keep thinking that in the
corporation's eyes he's just average. He's told he's not one of
the winners, therefore he's a loser, and it takes a heavy toll on
him and his ability to work effectively."' It is ironic, in an age
of technology where ever increasingly sophisticated instrumen-
tation is used to precisely monitor the manufacturing process in
real time and correct errors in seconds, that the technically
skilled worker whose intellect is so critical to information-based
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few pages and a generic rating with little real meaning and
great potential for demoralizing workers.
D. Dehumanization
A cursory comparison of a Dagwood cartoon with a Dilbert
cartoon reveals a sharp contrast in the physical appearance of
the characters.' The characters "in Dagwood have distinctive,
recognizable, very human features while Dilbert and his col-
leagues have semi-human features and sack-like bodies. This
might be dismissed as artistic style were it not for the fact that
some key corporate players in Dilbert's office are characterized
with non-human features, notably Catbert, the HR (human
resources) Director, and Dogbert, the consultant.
.'c 14R 0 , Ay DIABOLICAL NEQ 50, CASUAL CLOTHES
I THINK ILL IVEN DkESS CODE WILL DON'T LOWEP, OUR STOCK
CME ILLOGICAL OLICIE5 MAKE THEM QUESTION VALUE.. BUT ONILY IF
TO ANNOY EMPLOYEES. T I OWN SOITY , ON FRIDAYS...




The character Catbert, frequently called "The Evil HR Direc-
tor" in the strip, is particularly revealing.37 He is a constant
source of plans and schemes which humiliate Dilbert or degrade
his value as a human being. At the same time, Catbert's job
description is to facilitate appropriate use and management of
human resources. The non-human characterization of the HR
35. Deriving information regarding an individual's state of mind from art is not a
novel concept. Educators have loig recognized the individual's art work as a valuable
tool for assessing affective states and personalities. For decades, researchers have
used children's art to interpret their mental state. See, e.g., Howard Protinsky,
Children's Drawings as Emotional Indicators, 12 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE AND
COUNSELING 249, 249-255 (1978).
36. ADAIS, supra note 19, at 30 (DILBERT reprinted by permission of United Fea-
ture Syndicate, Inc.).
37. Creator Scott Adams considers Catbert perfect for the job because "[hie looks
harmless and cute and he doesn't care if you live or die." Robert Bellinger, Dilbert
Reaches Beyond EEs, ELECTRONIC ENGINEERiNG TIMEs, Feb. 20, 1995, at 1, 9-10.
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Director shows that Dilbert does not view the director as an
equal colleague and perceives that the Director's role is to ad-
vance other interests at the expense of workers. The specific
depiction of the HR Director as a cat implies that Dilbert per-
ceives the director as cunning and clever and not to be trusted.
Although Dogbert is not portrayed as being evil, the non-human
depiction of the consultant reflects Dilbert's alienation from and
lack of trust for this outsider who seems to easily acquire from
the corporation the respect and appreciation which eludes
Dilbert. HR directors and consultants lack a counterpart in
Dagwood's office and all of his coworkers were depicted as dis-
tinctly human.
The dehumanization of other individuals in the office environ-
ment speaks to Dilbert's low self-esteem and feelings of being
out of sync with corporate objectives. An especially poignant
feature of the cartoon is that Dilbert is drawn without a mouth.
It is Dilbert's technical expertise which will provide the break-
through in technology which the corporation depends on to
remain competitive in the future, and yet he is without a way
to speak and have meaningful input in corporate plans and
decisions.
Although analyzed separately, the barrier of the cubical,
ineffective communication, inadequate counterproductive feed-
back, and the dehumanization of Dilbert's world intertwine to
create a working environment which minimizes not only
Dilbert's work satisfaction, but also his productivity and contri-
bution to the company. Perhaps his chances for long-term em-
ployment with the same corporation are much less than those
of the workers of Dagwood's era, but that is only a part of the
cause of the technically skilled worker's career anxiety. The
work place itself is a hostile environment.
The corporation should address the technically skilled
workers' plight for at least three important reasons. First, a
sense of justice insists that "community members owe each
other duties of mutual regard and support."38 This basic moral
obligation is premised on the foundation that collective efforts
38. David Millon, Communitarianism in Corporate Law: Foundations and Law
Reform Strategies, in PROGRESSIVE CORPORATE LAW 1, 4 (Lawrence E. Mitchell ed.,
1995).
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of a number of individuals are required to produce and market
corporate products.
Second, put in the coldest of economic terms, the skilled
worker is a form of corporate investment. When the corporation
invests in machinery, it takes care to train operators to use the
machine properly and establishes routine maintenance sched-
ules or contracts. If the corporation fails to take these steps, it
is highly unlikely that the equipment will perform in accor-
dance with its specifications, and continued operation per se is
questionable. The company is fully aware that buying a ma-
chine is only a first step and that a commitment to mainte-
nance and accommodation of the machine's operating parame-
ters are essential to obtaining its full productivity capacity. By
analogy, the corporation should expect to accommodate the
needs of its human capital to maximize its productivity.
Third, as corporations enter the Age of Informatics, whether
corporations whose main focus is high-tech products or corpora-
tions producing a conventional product using high-tech equip-
ment and processes, they are faced with a myriad of complex
technical challenges. The mind of the technically skilled employ-
ee becomes the corporation's resource for understanding technol-
ogy and creating new technology. High-tech advances are not
self-generating. The workers' talent and creativity are the raw
materials of the corporation of the future's product. This differs
from the past age of Fordism and Taylorism where the worker
was primarily a set of hands to do a single simple task on a
production line.3 Under the system of the past, workers were
interchangeable, like the parts on a assembly line, and the
individual talents of a given worker contributed little to the
worker's value to the corporation. The individual skills of a
worker are the critical factor in determining her value to the
technology-based corporation. It is in the corporation's best
interest to optimize utilization of these skills.
39. See Marleen O'Connor, Global Capitalism and the Evolution of American Cor-
porate Governance Institutions, Perspectives on Company Law (unpublished manu-
script, on file with author).
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II. CORPORATE AMERICA AND THE "NEW CORPORATE CULTURE"
A. Features of the "New Culture"
Corporate America has responded to changes initiated with
downsizing and global competitiveness by espousing a "new
corporate culture."40 One author describes this new culture as
follows:
As organizations make the shift from the old paradigm to
the new ways of doing business, they are reflecting a new
set of values .... A new definition of equality that honors
difference while assuring equity is evolving. Organizational
leaders are taking action to develop employees to their full
potential, increase workforce diversity, create environments
based upon trust, and utilize teams of people with diverse
backgrounds, talents, skills, and viewpoints to better meet
client needs .... The organization of the future will thrive
because it has learned to transform itself into an inclusive
community where diversity is valued and power is
shared.4'
The tone of these words alone indicates that corporate man-
agement recognizes the negative effects of Dilbert's dilemma on
both the employee and the corporation and is taking steps to
address the problem. Further exploration of the key concepts of
teams, diversity, and empowerment, as they have been ex-
pounded, suggests appropriate rhetoric, with little substantive
value for improving the worker morale, and evidence of contra-
dictions which subvert trust.
Teams, as defined by Shonk in his organizational develop-
ment book on creating team environments, are "two or more
people who must coordinate their activities to accomplish a
common goal."42 He proceeds to explain the team concept in
the corporate setting as follows:
40. See sources cited supra note 24 (showing that this wave of new culture was a
prominent feature of the heavily technical Research and Development arms of corpo-
rations in the early 1990s).
41. Joy LEACH ET AL., A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO WORKING wrrH DIvERsrrY 16-19
(1995).
42. JAMES H. SHONE, TEAM-BASED ORGANIZATIONS: DEVELOPING A SUCCESSFUL
TEAM ENVIRONMENT 1 (1992).
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Companies generally are organized around individuals,
functions, or departments as the basic work unit. A team-
based organization is one that uses a team as its basic
work unit. Teams do much of the planning, decision mak-
ing, and implementation within the work setting .... The
two basic reasons that companies organize around teams
are to empower employees to more fully contribute and to
increase organizational productivity. They go together. It is
not a matter of either/or. The main value of teams is their
ability to assemble and empower employees to use their
talents to improve the organization. In more fully partici-
pating in decisions and planning how work will be per-
formed, employee contribution and, for most, job satisfaction
are increased.'3
This rhetoric glows of promise for a better life for Dilbert and
the technically skilled worker, but what is the substantive con-
tent? What choices are employees allowed to make? For the
technically skilled worker, particularly the research and devel-
opment employee, how does this differ from the familiar labora-
tory environment which clearly fits into the definition of "two
or more people who must coordinate their activities to accom-
plish a common goal"?" Furthermore, the role of the technical-
ly skilled worker has always included applying creativity and
initiative to develop the products of the future, design efficient
production processes and resolve production problems in a time-
ly fashion. Since it seems that this team concept is quite simi-
lar to how technical laboratories have operated for years, why
is it touted as a radically new concept to technical personnel? Is
it further evidence that management is out of touch with the
technically skilled employees' capabilities and contributions?
Likewise, "diversity" concepts as expressed in modem corpo-
rate culture sound desirable and appropriate. Leach defines
diversity as referring to "differences in race, gender, ethnic or
cultural background, age, sexual orientation, religion, and phys-
ical or mental capability."45 Demographic changes in the work
force underlie the move for corporations to consider diversity.
From this reasonable and pragmatic basis, the corporate diver-
43. Id. at 2-3.
44. Id. at 1 (citation omitted).
45. LEACH ET AL., supra note 41, at 3.
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sity programs spring to "capitalize on differences rather than
stifle them."46 As one diversity text describes:
The organization of the future will be shaped by the values
of the new paradigm [community, inclusive/fully
participative, value diversity, build consensus, shared pow-
er/teams, collaborate] .... The organization will consist of
a community of people that have gathered for a common
purpose and in which individuals add value by their contri-
butions, skills, and creativity. In this fluid system, the orga-
nization continuously interacts with its internal and exter-
nal environment, fully aware of the forces that impact its
health, growth, and viability .... The focus on diversity is
about inviting people in, actively and consciously doing
things that bring people forward.'
These words become hollow when one considers that the
once-a-year performance management systems,48 which mini-
mize individual contribution and recognition for efforts, were
implemented in corporate America simultaneously with diversi-
ty programs. No wonder Dilbert and his colleagues are confused
and distrustful of management. Why does the corporation spend
millions on diversity programs to emphasize the value of unique
individual contributions, but evaluate performance on generic
forms and give performance appraisal ratings of "meets expecta-
tions" (average) to most of the employees?
The most nebulous of the concepts is "empowerment." A book
widely used in companies to present the concept of empower-
ment to employees is a small paperback, written in fable form,
called Zapp!: The Lightning of Empowerment.49 In telling a
simple story of how everyone in a fabled company is "Zapped"
with this rather mystical new power called empowerment and
the company prospers, the authors fail to even offer a definition
of empowerment. They do opine that direction, knowledge, re-
sources, and support are necessary for empowerment to oc-
cur,50 and they identify the key features of empowerment as
46. Id. at 14.
47. Id. at 16-18.
48. See supra text accompanying note 30.
49. WiLLIAM C. BYHAM & JEFF Cox, ZAPP!: THE LIGHTNING OF EMPOWERMENT
(1988).
50. See id. at 60.
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(1) maintain self-esteem,5 (2) listen and respond with empa-
thy,52 (3) ask for help in solving problems,53 and (4) offer help
without taking responsibility.' The last feature (offer help
without taking responsibility), which would be equally appropri-
ate on a list of ways to seem busy without really working, is
identified as the "soul" of empowerment.55 "Empowerment" has
the sound of enhanced self-direction and respect for the
worker's skills, judgement and contribution, but just how much
and what kind of power is the corporation willing to give the
employees? Suggestions for the kinds of responsibilities empow-
ered teams can assume include: "Determine who works on
what. Handle absenteeism and performance issues. Get involved
in all aspects of their work. Select their own team leader ....
Perform basic maintenance. Schedule vacations.""6 To the tech-
nically skilled worker, is this an enhancement of opportunity
for meaningful contribution to the corporation or an elaborate
way of telling her to assume the duties of support personnel
who were dismissed in downsizing?
A wide gap exists between the pleasant euphemisms of "the
new corporate culture" and the day to day reality of the techni-
cally skilled worker's corporate world. Not only is the rhetoric
of the "new culture" doing little to resolve issues but in some
ways it seems to be exacerbating the problems. This is evi-
denced by the timing of Dilbert's rise to popularity. Dilbert
came into being in 1989,"' which is roughly the same time the
"new culture" with its "teams," "diversity," and "empowerment"
started sweeping though Corporate America. His phenomenal
rise in popularity has occurred only within the past three
years.5" The technically skilled workers who relate to Dilbert
51. See id. at 70-77.
52. See id. at 78-88.
53. See id. at 89-96.
54. See id. at 97-103.
55. See id. at 97.
56. Id. at 162.
57. See Dennis Lynch, The Man Behind High-Tech, High-Fun Dilbert, CHn. TRIB.,
July 21, 1995, at 69.
58. In July of 1995, Dilbert appeared in 450 daily newspapers; by January of
1997, the number increased to 1400. See Martin, supra note 6, at 25. Dilbert is not
limited to the comic strips. A search of Westlaw's "allnews" database in February of
1997 showed nearly 3500 references to Dilbert since 1993. These references include
mention in nearly every kind of publication imaginable from the Wall Street Journal
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are not waiting to experience the "new corporate culture" but
rather they have been experiencing it for several years.
B. Implementation of "New Culture"
Assuming arguendo that the "new corporate culture" pos-
sessed legitimate substantive merit and genuine intent on the
part of the corporation to promote empowerment and respect for
the unique contribution of each individual, the procedures typi-
cally employed to implement the new culture only compound
technically skilled workers' frustration and loss of self-esteem.
These failures in implementation procedures can be categorized
in three broad areas: (1) defects in goal-setting; (2) lack of con-
sideration of basic education principles in employee "training"
on new culture concepts, and (3) emphasis of process over sub-
stance.
1. Defects in Goal Setting
Mission and vision statements became a prominent feature of
the new culture at all levels-project, team, and corporate.
Dilbert captures the essence of the mission statement.
IT0 A CcK AT "WE eNlANCE S=K- 00 YOU EVERW4RITING A "/1L5SION ' HOLDER VAAE THROUGH JUrrRVEL
5TATErlENT" FOR OUR 5TRATEGIC MUINE5S ATThEFI '"C DIDWA'N-
GROUP INITIATIVE5 BY WE GET PALD
EM POWERED EMPLE5 TO O TRI5? BRIY
LORKING IN NEW TEAM ) ?SRING
IARADIGfM5.,
59
These statements are typically broad generalities liberally laced
with key corporate buzz words. These statements, like mother,
country, and apple pie, are noncontroversial generalizations
with which no reasonable person could disagree. Yet, upon
and Financial Times, to local newspapers and People Magazine.
59. ADAMS, supra note 19, at 37 (DILBERT reprinted by permission of United Fea-
ture Syndicate, Inc.).
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hearing these broad generalities, the technically skilled worker
is to go forth and develop new and creative products and im-
proved processes. What kind of products does the company
want-brand extensions or entirely new product lines? What
kind of financial and time investment is the company willing to
set forth?
Goals should establish common purposes as well as set the
tone and aspirations of an endeavor.' The problem in goal
setting arises not because management fails to set forth a goal,
but rather that the goals set are very nonspecific. As Locke and
Latham explain goal setting, the generalized goal may have
only marginal impact in effectively accomplishing a task."1 A
basic tenet of goal setting theory is that "goals that are specific
and difficult lead to a higher level of performance than vague,
non-quantitative goals such as 'do your best,' 'work at a moder-
ate pace' or no assigned goals." 2 The mission statement typi-
cally falls at the extreme end of "do your best" goals. Likewise,
the vagueness of the mission statement deprives it of the value
of a difficult goal because difficulty can not be ascertained. The
mission statement also lacks a time frame reference. Scholars
may debate the relative merits of distal and proximate goals
and contemplate the effect of the nature of the subject matter,
but these discussions are all premised on the basis that an
identifiable time frame for accomplishing the goal is a requisite
in goal-setting.' Corporations espoused the concept of goal-
setting with the mission statement, but unfortunately did not
adequately consider how to structure goals most effectively or
establish effective mechanisms to transform the vague goals of
a mission statement into specific goals with a challenging level
of difficulty and measurable time frame.
Often the corporate process goes directly from a mission
statement to a request for employees to fill in lines on a com-
puter generated spreadsheet indicating in a brief phrase what
they will do for the next year and when each task will be com-
60. See JON R. KATZENBACH & DOUGLAS K SAM, THE WISDOM OF TEAMS 49
(1993).
61. See EDWIN A. LOCKE & GARY P. LATHAM, A THEORY OF GOAL SETING &
TASK PERFOIMANCE 27-31 (1990).
62. Id- at 29.
63. See id. at 58-61.
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plete. The process lacks the transfer of meaningful information
to create optimum results for the corporation and workable
goals for the employee. The technically skilled worker does not
need explicit directions of what to do or extensive supervision
in performing a task. What she needs is feedback so she under-
stands the corporation's needs and ambitions and applies her
efforts and talents to projects or problem solving effectively.
Feedback "increase[s] the employee's feeling of achievement and
[plrovide[s] her with a sense of personal responsibility ....
The nebulous concept of feedback becomes concrete by address-
ing two questions: "[1] How does an employee know when he or
she has achieved something? and [2] How does that employee
know when he or she has adequately or successfully fulfilled
his or her responsibility?"65 These questions have simple,
straightforward answers in an environment of well-defined,
clearly stated goals. This is not contradicting the concept of the
"new corporate culture" mission statement, but it is a retooling
of the concept from intangible generality to workable specificity.
2. Lack of Consideration of Basic Educational Principles
The typical format for introduction of the new culture con-
cepts to the work force has been through half-day or one-day
sessions conducted by consultants' or by group participation
in stylized models such as "Lego man,"" building model bridg-
64. Id. at 17.
65. Id.
66. A mailing of the University of Richmond Management Institute of The E.
Claiborne Robins School of Business, February 24, 1997, is characteristic. The four-
page letter advertises a lecture by Dr. Ken Blanchard, the co-author of One Minute
Managers. The literature touts the one-day session as teaching the participant:
How everybody, not just "managers," should catch people doing things
RIGHT;
How to empower everyone around you-using three dynamic methods;
How every worker can go beyond goals by overlearning;
How to earn and retain long-term customers with "recovery strategy;'
How to instill in each worker the principles of situational self-leadership;
How to turn groups into high-performing teams;
How to contribute to a working atmosphere of trust and openness.
The promotional materials also include three testimonials of former participants re-
garding the overwhelming impact of the session on their lives.
67. "Lego man" is frequently used in team building exercises. In this exercise, the
participants are shown but not allowed to touch a "human-like" figure constructed
from different colors of Lego blocks. Teams are then given bags of Legos with the
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es from paper, and wilderness rock climbing or paint ball'
experiences.
A classic feature of both of these venues of training69 is that
they are rather isolated events with a dramatic point. Certainly
such a point may be useful for engaging the attention of a
potential student or driving home a point, but true education is
a much more complicated process. The famous developmental
psychologist Piaget explained the educational process as to
educate is "to change the individual's psychobiological constitu-
tion in terms of the totality of the collective realities to which
the community consciously attributes a certain value."70 Thus,
education in Piaget's view has two components: (1) the develop-
ing individual and (2) the social, intellectual and moral values
that the educator initiates in the individual. 71 A one day ac-
tivity may be a constructive tool, but for true learning to occur
the process must be ongoing with a variety of experiences
which relate the lecture or model activity to day-to-day reali-
ty.7' Typically these "new corporate culture" training sessions
do little to relate the dramatic speech or demonstration to prag-
matic job related tasks or problems, and follow up activities are
limited to non-existent.
Implicit in Piaget's view of learning is the use of learning
tools and devices appropriate to the level of development of the
student. Introductory team building exercises like "Lego-man"
and building paper bridges may have their place, but for the
exact number and kind of blocks necessary to reconstruct the figure. The object of
this exercise is to see how fast the group can construct a "Lego-man" exactly like the
model. Additionally, some members of the team are told privately to play certain
roles such as "autocratic leader" or "task master." Once the exercise is complete, the
team "brainstorms" about their experience. The author personally participated in this
exercise as part of a team building program in the Research and Development De-
partment of a major consumer products corporation.
68. Paint Ball is a wilderness experience based on military war games.
69. Corporate culture typically uses the word "training," not education. This choice
of words is revealing in and of itself.
70. JEAN PIAGET, THE ESSENTIAL PIAGET 695 (Howard E. Gruber & J. Jacques
Von6che eds., 1977) (1935) (quoting JEAN PIAGET, SCIENCE OF EDUCATION AND THE
PSYCHOLOGY OF THE CHILD (Derek Coltman trans., Grossman Publishers, 1970)
(1935)).
71. See i
72. See generally David Elkind, Piaget and Development Psychology, in THE IM-
PACT OF PIAGETIAN THEORY 3, 3-14 (Frank B. Murray ed., 1979).
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technically skilled worker such as the engineer or scientist,
such an activity approaches the absurd. Scientists and engi-
neers work together in groups in laboratories on a daily basis
building molecules never before created, designing new instru-
mentation, and redesigning factory processes. A requisite for
success in technical areas is the ability to work with others to
resolve complex technical challenges. Group problem solving is
not a new concept to such workers, it is a well developed skill.
Forcing technically skilled employees to participate in simplistic
introductory exercises is highly inappropriate to their level of
development and may well reinforce and foster the worker's
feeling of alienation, lack of respect and loss of self esteem.
3. Emphasis of Process Over Substance
In the current environment, corporate managers need to
improve the "rapid and sustained introduction of high-quality,
innovative, cost effective new products."73 To accomplish this,
they resort frequently to emphasizing consideration of processes
for implementation and management of technology over consid-
eration of substantive issues. This most likely occurs because of
the "gap between the worlds of R&D and the company's general
management, two worlds with often disparate cultures and dif-
ferent outlooks."74 Top management more likely comes from
the areas of marketing and finance rather than engineering or
scientific research.75 Since the managers understand little of
the substance of technology, they compensate by developing
processes for managing technology. For example, the popular
Arthur D. Little, Inc., text, Third Generation R&D, suggests the
following strategy for building the "R&D portfolio" (e.g., select-
ing the projects to which the company will devote resources).76
Individual projects are evaluated in terms of four key ele-
ments:
73. PHILIP A. ROUSSEL ET AL., THIRD GENERATION R&D 2 (1991).
74. Id. at 9.
75. See id. at 94.
76. See id.
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a Technological competitive strength (i.e., how strong in R&D
is a company relative to competitors believed to be pursuing the
same objective?)77
m Technology maturity (i.e., how likely is technical advance
in the key or pacing technologies embodied in the R&D pro-
ject?)78
m Competitive impact of technologies (base, key and pac-
ing)79
m R&D project attractiveness."
When implemented, this corporate planning becomes primari-
ly a process whereby existing R&D projects are classified ac-
cording to the proper terminology, arranged on charts to show
projects in various stages of development, and time lines are
set for completion of projects. Typically, little of the substantive
value and description of the projects or true issues related to
their development are incorporated into the process.
The problem is further complicated by the fact that science is
not a happenstance thing. Good science progresses in an orderly
fashion by the scientific method. A widely used general chemis-
try text describes the method as follows: the scientist initially
makes observations and forms a hypothesis (a tentative expla-
nation of the observations); he or she then designs, plans, and
conducts experiments to test the hypothesis.8 ' Usually, the
new observations derived from the experiments raise additional
questions which lead to further hypothesis and experimenta-
tion.82
The two linchpins of the scientific method are the thought
which initiates the process and the fact that it is a continual
process of testing, re-evaluating and further testing. The pro-
77. Id.
78. Id. at 61. Technological maturity does incorporate some of the uncertainty
associated with developing new scientific concepts as it classifies technology as having
a life cycle with stages. See id. at 94.
79. Id. at 64. The base, key, and pacing classification ranks technologies not on
the basis of technical feasibility but rather on their competitive impact. See id. at 94.
80. Id.
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cess for managing technology described supra is not particularly
compatible with the scientific process because it gives little
attention to these two important concepts of the scientific meth-
od. Thus, in addition to incorporating little technically substan-
tive information, the processes typically used for managing
R&D inherently conflict with scientific methodology.
The "new corporate culture" introduced into corporate Ameri-
ca in recent years in both substance and process of implementa-
tion fails to address the demoralization of the technical work
force. In part, this failure may be attributed to desires to find
quick and/or universal solutions to problems. The generic
glowing terminology of the "new culture," combined with the
allure of consultants' promises that a few hours of their servic-
es could effect miraculous change, seemed to provide simple
solutions mutually agreeable and beneficial to the corporation
and employees. At best, this is shortsighted, because complex
problems rarely have quick simplistic solutions.
Wishful thinking combined with shortsightedness most likely
motivated corporate America's espousing new culture, but a
much darker possibility looms. The high-tech corporation would
stand to profit even more than the corporation in the age of
mass production if the cost of human capital were reduced to
minimum value. The technically skilled worker is critical to the
corporation of the future not just as a pair of hands to do work,
but also as a source of ideas and mental ingenuity to develop
the technology of the future. This makes the worker's role
markedly different from the worker in the past. In the era of
Fordism and Taylorism, tasks were divided on the assembly
line so that a worker did only one specific simple task.83 The
worker did not need any particular skill or mental capacity to
perform the task and workers were essentially just as inter-
changeable as the parts on the products manufactured. In the
technology based corporation of the future, the skilled worker is
both the labor and the raw product for producing new technolo-
gy. Thus, minimizing expenditures related to workers maximiz-
es profit in two ways: it reduces the cost of labor and the cost
of raw materials.
83. See O'Connor, supra note 39 and accompanying text.
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A method which, in effect, "strip mines" the intellectual capa-
bility of workers could, in the short term, miniTize the cost of
raw materials. This occurs if all the costs for training and re-
training workers in new technologies could be externalized to
society in general by employing persons skilled in a technology
only short term and then dismissing them and hiring new
workers to meet new technology challenges. Certainly a demor-
alized technical work force with high anxiety regarding employ-
ment and feelings of alienation and detachment would facilitate
the prospects of "strip mining" the talents of workers while
keeping the cost of their services minimized.
Conditions that lead to beliefs of inadequacy keep the em-
ployee from raising her expectations and subsequently asserting
demands for enhanced respect, participation, and compensation
from her employer in what would otherwise be a very favorable
and competitive market for her services. As Bandura explains,
there is a significant correlation between an individual's belief
in her vocational efficacy and her ability to achieve success in
pursuits in an occupation." Granted, in this dark scenario the
workers would be operating at suboptimal productivity, but the
savings in cost of labor and "raw materials" could more than
offset the lower productivity; providing an over all advantage in
the short term. The mobility of workers might further facilitate
this arrangement by masking true shortages of workers to some
degree.
While it is highly unlikely that any corporation is deliberate-
ly following a plan to demoralize workers and enhance company
profits at their expense, decisions driven solely by the motiva-
tion of maximizing profits in the near term may in fact yield
such a result. For example, many companies are identifying and
structuring their organizations around a "core labor" force
which is maintained with a high level of job security and sup-
plemented with a force of contingent or contract workers.'
84. See Albert Bandura, Exercise of Personal and Collective Efficacy in Changing
Societies, in SELF-EFFICACY IN CHANGING SOCIETIES 1, 6, 24 (Albert Bandura ed.,
1995).
85. See Marc Weinstein & Thomas Kochan, The Limits of Diffusion, in EMPLOY-
MENT RELATIONS IN A CHANGING WORLD ECONOMY 1, 6 (Richard Locke et al. eds.,
1995).
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The use of contingent workers can be expediently varied.
Individuals with vital skills and expertise in computer technolo-
gy are frequently in this contingent group. Replacing these
workers at regular intervals with new, young entry level con-
tract workers not only brings in expertise in the latest genera-
tion of computers and software but also minimizes cost for
obtaining such capability. It is difficult to see how exploitation
can be beneficial in the long term as it provides no incentive
for the pursuit of technical careers, underutilizes already scarce
technical resources, and externalizes costs to society as a whole.
Nevertheless, the double contribution of labor and raw materi-
als does create a temptation for exploitation which conscien-
tiously and actively must be addressed.
Maintaining a competent, technically skilled work force is a
vital component for corporate existence into the twenty-first
century. Yet, despite attempts to infuse "new culture" into the
present corporate system, the quality of life, job satisfaction and
most likely the productivity of the skilled technical worker has
not seemed to improve over the last few years. Dilbert and the
technically skilled workers are demoralized. The rhetoric and
implementation procedures of the "new corporate culture" only
seem to exacerbate the problem. For a productive and profitable
long term future for both the technically skilled workers and
the corporation, the increasingly valuable resource of the tech-
nically skilled worker must be effectively and meaningfully
integrated in the corporation.
III. SOLUTIONS TO DILBERTS DILEMMA
Dilbert and the other skilled workers' dilemma can be re-
solved in a manner which both brings much needed relief to
Dilbert and provides long term benefits to the corporation by
focusing on two key elements: (1) effective substantive communi-
cations and (2) integration of technical expertise in corporate
planning and decision making. The employee needs effective
substantive communication to overcome the problems identified
above as (a) superficial communications which focus on invent-
ing new vocabularies and generic procedures in lieu of substan-
tive information, and (b) lack of suitable feedback so that the
employee has direction for taking an initiative in making con-
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tributions to the corporation. Meaningful opportunity for partici-
pation in corporate decision making and leadership alleviates
the problems of isolation and counteracts the dehumanization
prevalent in today's corporate setting.
Although current corporate leaders may feel challenged by
sharing some of their information and power,86 in the long
term the corporate entity stands to benefit from addressing
these key issues. First, by enhancing the job satisfaction of
technically skilled workers, productivity is increased. In the
case where the product is either new high-tech developments or
competitiveness based on high-tech methods, the contribution of
the skilled worker is the rate limiting factor in accomplishing
the task. Optimizing her productivity is essential. Second, ad-
dressing these elements benefits the corporation because a man-
agement lacking in understanding of technology,87 which only
communicates with the technically skilled in directly vague
generalities, is ill equipped to make intelligent, informed deci-
sions regarding either successfully producing new high-tech
products or effectively using high-tech to improve quality and
competitiveness of existing products. Third, the National Sci-
ence Foundation predicts that by the year 2006 the United
States will have a shortfall of 675,000 science and engineering
graduates with a demand for 24,000 new engineering and sci-
ence Ph.D.s per year but only 10,000 degrees awarded.' The
corporation of the future faces the serious prospect of major
shortages of the essential, technically skilled worker. Thus, it is
in the corporation's best interest to take steps now to insure a
supply of such workers by improving job satisfaction to retain
current workers at optimum productivity and create an environ-
ment that encourages pursuit of technical careers.
86. See Peter Kizilos, Crazy About Empowerment?, TRAINING, Dec. 1990, at 47-52.
87. Many have viewed management skills to be generic, "meaning that a talented
management team could effectively direct the operations of any business.&" Ronald J.
Gilson, The Political Ecology of Takeovers: Thoughts on Harmonizing the European
Corporate Governance Environment, 61 FORDHAM L. REV. 161, 165 (1992) (citing
MALCOIM S. SATLER & WoLF A. WIENHOLD, DIVERSIFICATION THROUGH ACQUISITION
40-41 (1979)). This philosophy de-emphasizes the importance of managers' cognizance
of technical realities.
88. See ROUSSELL ET AL., supra note 73, at 2; see also KOCHAN & OSTERMAN,
supra note 3, at 29-35 (discussing the complexities of assessing future skill needs).
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Much of the rhetoric of the new culture sounds as if it ad-
dresses these issues of communication and participation. The
problem is not in the spoken generalities, but in the concrete
day-to-day substantive communications and participation oppor-
tunities. Thus, pragmatic issues must be addressed.
The most expansive approach to addressing the employees'
needs for improved communication and a meaningful role is to
implement fundamental changes in the corporate governance
system. Traditionally, the primary goal of corporate endeavors
has been to maximize the value for shareholders." Neverthe-
less, a number of scholars view the corporation as a social enti-
ty with purpose and responsibility beyond, and equally impor-
tant to, responsibilities to stockholders. These communi-
tarians0 consider "the satisfaction of [customer] wants, the
provision of meaningful employment opportunities and the mak-
ing of a contribution to the public life of its communit[y]"91 as
principal examples of such purpose.
[Under this view of corporate governance,] management and
boards of directors should understand their jobs to be maxi-
mizing the total wealth-creating potential of the enterprises
they direct. In doing this, they must consider the effect of
important corporate decisions on all of the company's
stakeholders. "For this purpose, stakeholders should be
defined as all parties who have contributed inputs to the
enterprise and who, as a result, have at risk investments
that are highly specialized to the enterprise.'
Employees in technology intensive firms, where much value is
derived from innovation, product customization and specialized
services, are prime examples of such stakeholders. Blair sug-
gests that,
[W]here employees or other stakeholders have significant
specialized investments at risk, their rights and obliga-
89. See MARGARET M. BLAIR, OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL: RETHINKING CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 223 (1995).
90. Blair does not specifically use the term communitarian. Blair's views are,
however, consistent with the communitarian designation as it appears in the litera-
ture. See Millon, supra note 38, at 4.
91. BLAIR, supra note 89, at 211 (citation omitted).
92. Id. at 239 (citation omitted).
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tions... should be formalized through compensation
schemes, organizational forms, or other arrangements that
place significant amounts of the company's equity under the
control of the at-risk stakeholders and that assign control
responsibilities commensurate with their equity stake to
this group.
93
Formal recognition in corporate governance mechanisms of
the stake of the employee as equal with the shareholder would
give the employee both access to substantive information and a
meaningful role in decision making. This solution could certain-
ly improve the position of the employee, but dramatic changes
are often difficult to achieve. Thus, a more practical approach is
through accommodation within existing corporate governance
framework.
The prevailing view of corporate structure perceives the cor-
poration as a "nexus of contracts' among all suppliers of in-
puts," including materials, labor, capital, and services." This
"contractarian position rests on an underlying commitment to
the sanctity of shareholder property rights."95 The shareholders
have not only the contract of ownership that under state law
typically contains terms favorable to the shareholder, but they
are also residual claimants who "subject themselves to the risk
that they will earn no return on their investment once all non-
shareholders' fixed claims against corporate assets have been
paid."96 It is for these reasons they are entitled to a unique
position within the corporation's nexus of contracts, while "em-
ployees, creditors, and other vulnerable nonshareholder constit-
uent groups can protect themselves from such externalities
through contract and should do so to the extent that protection
is desired."97 This view of the corporation relegates the em-
ployee to a position in the corporate structure significantly
inferior to that of the shareholder; but it does not negate the
93. I& at 240.
94. See Millon, supra note 38, at 3.
95. Id. at 4.
96. Id. at 3.
97. I& at 3-4.
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employee's need for, or legitimate right to, substantive commu-
nication and a meaningful voice in corporate decisions.
Implicit premises of a valid contract are access to sufficient
information for making informed choices and bargaining power.
Common law recognized fraud, mistake, and duress as defenses
to enforcement of a contract. 8 These reflect the requirement of
the need for parties to have reasonable information and an
opportunity to legitimately bargain. While the law did not
require equal bargaining power of the parties, the concept of
adhesion contracts and unconscionability recognized that grossly
unequal bargaining power could lead to terms so unfair to the
disadvantaged party that it would be inequitable to enforce
such a contract.99 Unconscionability most frequently becomes
an issue in the consumer setting where a business takes advan-
tage of the consumer's limited knowledge, lack of resources, and
limited alternative options and thus structures an agreement
highly favorable to the company and unfavorable to the con-
sumer."° Professor Leff proposes that unconscionability has
two components: procedural and substantive. 1 The procedural
pertains to the manner in which the company goes about struc-
turing and extracting agreements, and the substantive pertains
to the terms of the agreement. Both of these elements are
necessary.
Since most workers cannot afford the luxury of leisurely job
searches and are often in need of a job to maintain their basic
existence, their position frequently may be analogous to that of
the consumer. The corporation has access to all information
regarding the situation and plans of the corporation and is well
aware of the worker's need for employment. It has the opportu-
nity for both procedurally and substantively structuring employ-
ment agreements highly favorable to the corporation at the
employee's expense. Such agreements would be of questionable
validity under conventional norms of contract law.
98. See generally E. ALLAN FARNSWORTH & WILLIAM F. YOUNG, CASES AND MATE-
RIALS ON CONTRACTS 289-470 (4th ed. 1988).
99. See id. at 364-440.
100. See Williams v. Walker-Thomas Furniture Co., 350 F.2d 445 (D.C. Cir. 1965).
101. See Arthur Allen Leff, Unconscionability and the Code-The Emperor's New
Clause, 115 U. PA. L. REV. 485, 487 (1967).
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Thus, whether the corporation is viewed in the communi-
tarian or contractarian perspective, the need for substantive,
specific information for employees and an employee's voice in
decision making (the ability to bargain) are equally important
and legitimate. Mechanisms for addressing these needs either
within the new framework as proposed by communitarians or
the existing concepts of corporate structure is equally appropri-
ate; the latter ultimately more pragmatic than advocating a
radical change of corporate governance.
Since either form of corporate governance is compatible with
addressing Dilbert's problem, perhaps the more significant ques-
tion becomes whether the critical issue is the form of corporate
governance or how the form applies to the function and opera-
tions of the company.' Corporations grew in the late 1800s
and early 1900s because they provided an effective means for
raising the capital necessary to support the heavy industrializa-
tion of the Industrial Revolution."e Thus, their development is
tied directly to pragmatic industrial projects. Thanks to the
development of securities markets, investors became increas-
ingly disperse and distant from the day to day operation of the
corporation. This necessitated engaging professional managers
to run day-to-day operation of the company. Thus, managers
were not initially hired for the primary purpose of maximiing
shareholder wealth, but rather to carry out the functional as-
pects of operating the business.
It is self-evident that shareholder wealth is tied to the suc-
cessful operation of the company, but was not the ultimate
purpose initially. The focus on shareholder wealth has eclipsed
the true purpose of the corporate governance system, namely to
provide a framework for carrying out all the pragmatic func-
tions of a going business concern. From this perspective, the
duty to stockholders is a fiduciary obligation associated with
the job of managing the affairs of the corporation-an obligation
of the position, not the job description. Hence, the solution to
102. The author acknowledges Professor Ronald Gilson whose general comments on
the relationship between corporate governance and the function of the corporation
stimulated the author's contemplation of this issue. See Ronald Gilson, Remarks at
the Allen Chair Seminar Discussions at the University of Richmond School of Law,
Richmond, Virginia (Mar. 21, 1997).
103. See BLAIR, supra note 89, at 28-29.
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Dilbert's dilemma is a consideration of priorities in which em-
phasis is placed on reconnecting corporate governance with the
functional aspects of the corporation."'4 If managers gave a
higher priority to their original task, day-to-day operation of the
business for distant and disperse stockholders, cognizance of the
functional aspects of day-to-day operation would be essential;
and thus, communication with, and input from, employees doing
day-to-day, hands-on work would become critical. 5 This does
not negate the role that fiduciary duty to stockholders plays in
monitoring accountability. Rather, it relegates this role to a
regulatory one rather than a driving force.
An examination of three diverse examples, (1) the industry of
Silicon Valley, (2) the Japanese industrial system and (3) Merck
Pharmaceutical, recognized in recent years for their successes
in various areas including productivity, implementation of new
technology, efficiency, inventiveness and employee morale, re-
veals the constructive effect of focusing on the actual functions
and functional goals of companies. Once this focus is attained,
the technically skilled worker has a meaningful role in supply-
ing information for decision making, and the corporation has a
compelling reason for supplying information to enhance worker
inventiveness and efficiency.
Nowhere is principal focus on the nature of the business
more apparent than in Silicon Valley, a small region principally
in Santa Clara County, California, which is home to one-third
of the 100 largest technology companies created in the United
States since 1965.10° Although many individuals have profited
104. Katzenback and Smith point out the fallacy of trying to create work teams
with their "own" purpose. See KATZENBACK & SMITH, supra note 60, at 49. Relating
the workers' performance to the company's functional goals and purposes is critical.
See id. Management under the corporate governance framework should provide guid-
ance for determining and focusing the actual work efforts. See id. at 50.
105. Too often in recent years, the role of the CEO has been glorified as the key
to transformations as CEO's were "visionary leaders who navigated their companies
through painful and uncertain waters of the 1970s and early 1980s and transformed
their companies into restructured and more effective organizations." KOCHAN &
OSTERMAN, supra note 3, at 9. As grand as this may sound, this quote only acknowl-
edges the preservation of an organization, and ignores the functional realities of pro-
viding goods and services. This view seems to be directed more towards preserving
the corporate entity than towards accomplishing tasks.
106. See ANNALEE SAXENIAN, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE: CULTURE AND COMPETITION IN
SILICON VALLEY AND RoUTE 128 (1994).
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financially, the primary motivation of the region seems to be
the challenge of pursuing new technological opportunities.' 7
This is a function-oriented motivation. The corporate organiza-
tion, however, is only one of three factors scholars consider in
analyzing the success of the Silicon Valley. The other two are
(1) local institutions and culture, and (2) industrial
structure.' The corporate governance structure retains a role,
but it is recognized as only one piece of the overall process of
producing high-tech products and developing new technology.
The industrial structure, which refers to the social division of
labor within the company and the extent and nature of the
links between customer, supplier and competitors, is an impor-
tant key to the success.'" It is the efficient interconnection of
the functional realities of inventing, producing and marketing
high-tech products which provide not only successful cutting
edge products but also enable the firms to respond to fast-
changing markets and technologies characteristic of global tech-
nology competition.
Effective substantive communications are vital. In Silicon
Valley, communications patterns differ.
There is far more openness and much less worrying about
whether someone goes around you. There's not only a ten-
dency not to follow channels, there is a deliberate attempt
to stimulate a wide variety of ideas. Innovations bubble up
in unexpected places .... This informality allows [all in-
volved] to share consensus and move rapidly."'
This informality encourages involvement and generates enthusi-
asm among the Silicon Valley work force.
Silicon Valley leaders such as Hewlett Packard (HP) and
Intel strive to preserve "openness, intensity and a sense of
purpose" in an atmosphere of teamwork and employee partici-
pation."1 This style of management is characterized by trust
in individuals, professional autonomy and generous employee
107. See ic at 38, 46.
108. See id. at 7; see also Gilson, supra note 87.
109. See SAXENIAN, supra note 106, at 7.
110. Id. at 54.
111. Id. at 50.
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benefits. Werssowetz and Beer, in a Harvard Business School
case study, describe the "HP Way" as: "It includes a
participative management style that supports, even demands,
individual freedom and initiative while emphasizing common-
ness of purpose an teamwork .... According to this style, the
company provides employees direction in the form of well-de-
fined negotiated goals, shared data and the support of neces-
sary resources."" Hewlett and Packard, the founders of HP,
remained deeply involved in the day-to-day operation of the
company even as it grew larger. Noyce and Moore, founders of
Intel, believed that the major purpose of organizational struc-
ture was to facilitate exchange of ideas and information. Open-
ness and confrontation were encouraged at Intel." Even a
beginning engineer was expected to challenge anyone, including
Noyce, if he had differing ideas.
Certainly, these Silicon Valley firms exemplify a working
environment where the technical workers' needs for substantive
communication and participation are met as a routine matter of
business practice. This is not to say that all companies should
necessarily copy the details of the Silicon Valley model."
"Emerging empirical research suggests that different economic
activities may be best carried out in different organizational
forms. For example, cutting edge research and development
may be better suited to small entrepreneurial firms, while im-
plementation of such efforts may be best suited to large, ma-
ture organizations.""5 What should be emulated is the fact
that the firms in the Valley focus on the job to be
done-creation of new high-tech products and development of
technology. The firms of the Silicon Valley molded their cor-
porate structure and governance to facilitate achieving the iden-
tified task.
112. Id. (quoting Richard o. Von Werssowetz & Michael Beer, Human Resources at
Hewlett-Packard, Harvard Business School Case 9-482-125, 1982, 712).
113. See SAXENIAN, supra note 106, at 53.
114. Indeed, the Silicon Valley approach may be best suited to development of
cutting edge, new technologies as it bears many similarities to the structure of major
scientific laboratories. The author's own experiences in two internationally recognized
academic analytical chemistry laboratories mirror the competition, cooperation, net-
working and organizational structure of the Silicon Valley work environment.
115. Gilson, supra note 87, at 179.
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Japanese industrial success in fields such as electronics and
auto making, in addition to a general reputation for adaptabili-
ty, productivity, and quality, can be traced in large part to
organizational and operational practices which focus on the
production of the product. The Japanese system has two main
features: "(1) the horizontal coordination among operating units
based on (2) the sharing of ex post on-site information (learned
results).""' In other words, prior planning only sets the
framework for operation. As new information becomes available
(e.g., customer orders, quality defect problems, engineering
problems), the plans are modified. A series of feedback loops
operate to refine the product and process as it develops. 7
A critical feature of the Japanese system is knowledge shar-
ing. Unlike the American system, where knowledge is usually
formal documentation often devoid of essential practical detail,
the Japanese knowledge sharing is "often informal and based
on verbal communication.""1 The efficiency of face-to-face
timely communication is further recognized in the fact that the
research facilities of Japanese manufacturers are usually locat-
ed on site. Problem solving is frequently handled on the
spot. To facilitate problem solving, job rotation is a matter of
common practice. For example:
Engineers [rotating] among different engineering offices as
well as between engineering jobs and supervisory jobs at
the factory facilitates the knowledge sharing needed for
horizontal coordination among different phases of engineer-
ing and development processes .... [It also] familiarizes
workers with various jobs and enhances their ability to
process and communicate information needed for the effi-
cient operation.'
As in the case of the Silicon Valley, the notable features of the
Japanese success are rooted in the focus on accomplishing the
functional purposes of the company. In the case of the Japanese
116. Masahiko Aoki, Toward an Economic Model of the Japanese Firm, 28 J.
ECON. LITERATURE, 1, 8 (1990).
117. See id. at 6, 7.
118. Id. at 10.
119. See id.
120. Id. at 11.
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firms, this is a development of technology and mass-production
of quality goods. Governance systems and financing mechanisms
play important and necessary roles, but the recognized success
is how the company gets the job done. Furthermore, both the
Silicon Valley and Japanese systems emphasize communication
with and between employees as an integral necessity to accom-
plishing pragmatic industry goals.
Merck, an established pharmaceutical corporation, provides a
third example of corporate success for consideration. Scholars
cite Merck for its ability to introduce new pharmaceuticals in a
very short span of time,121 and its effective, albeit somewhat
unique, corporate organization." "[W]ell-educated specialists
who direct and discipline their own performance through orga-
nized feedback from colleagues, customers, and headquarters"
comprise the heart of the organization."
These specialists "are not organized in a formal hierarchy of
the traditional industrial model, but instead according to
twelve research disciplines and informal cross-discipline
project teams. Each project is headed by a leader who must
recruit team members from different disciplines to commit
their own resources to the project based on its promise. " '
Not only do the technical workers play a vital role, but com-
munication is essential. The key to Merck's success is not nec-
essarily the system it uses, per se, but rather that the system
is appropriate to the nature of the business. Merck arrived at
this system under the leadership of CEO Roy Vagelos, a
M.D./Ph.D. who came out of Merck's research and development
laboratories. Dr. Vagelos knew the functional operation of the
business and technical considerations associated with the devel-
opment and production of pharmaceuticals."
121. See ROUSSEL ET AL., supra note 73, at 35.
122. See BLAIR, supra note 89, at 293.
123. Id.
124. Id.
125. ROUSSEL ET AL., supra note 73, at 35. Another example of the correlation of
success of a business endeavor with the leader's knowledge of the technical and func-
tional issues of the business is that of Henry Ford. Although the mass-production
assembly line process introduced by Ford may have served its usefulness, it was a
highly effective method for mass production of automobiles through most of the pres-
ent century. Ford's personal experience of having built an automobile himself, coupled
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When corporations focus on maximizing shareholder wealth
as the end goal, not as guideline for decision making, not only
are the stockholders disperse and distant, but also the business
of the corporation and the employees are distant and detached.
Corporate officers base decisions essentially on bookkeeping
numbers, which is only one facet of a going business. This may
maximize profits and catch the attention of Wall Street ana-
lysts,' but it falls short of the purpose intended when states
developed laws permitting corporate formation, namely facilita-
tion of business operation. When corporations focus on the func-
tional aspects of operating a business, the skills and talents of
employees are recognized as vital resources and the firm is
motivated to communicate with the technically skilled employ-
ees and use their expertise in decision making. Such a focus
would resolve the present disenfranchisement and demoraliza-
tion of Dilbert and his technically skilled colleagues.
This solution can be obtained through the existing corporate
governance system. Roe and Gilson have analogized the devel-
opment of corporate governance to the mechanisms of Darwin-
ian evolution in nature.'27 Under this view, the corporation
maintains considerable capacity for "mutability" and may well
change as a function of changes in technology and the market
place.' The ability to mutate may vary from corporation to
corporation, with some corporations possessing considerably
more adaptability than others due to differences in the nature
of the product of the firm as well as the individual corporate
culture."m Nevertheless, capacity for change exists and forces
are present to shape change. The corporation can, within the
present corporate governance system, refocus its priorities on
the functional, operational aspects of the company and maintain
with his goal of making automobiles accessible to the common man, formed the basis
on which he designed the system.
126. See KOCHAN & OSTERMAN, supra note 3, at 10.
127. See Gilson, supra note 87, at 162, 174-75; Mark J. Roe, Chaos and Evolution
in Law and Economics, 109 HARV. L. REV. 641, 642 (1996).
128. See Gilson, supra note 87, at 162, 174-75. Gilson also suggests that "corporate
governance systems have a special role to play in facilitating adaptive efficiency."
Ronald J. Gilson, Corporate Governance and Economic Efficiency: When Do Institutions
Matter, 74 WASH. U.L.Q. 327, 342 (1996).
129. Corporate culture includes: management views and perspectives; the degree of
bureaucracy; leadership; and the role of innovation. See JOHN P. KOTTER & JAMS L.
HEsn=ir, CORPORATE CULTURE AND PERFORmANCE 44-46 (1992).
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its fiduciary duty to stockholder. The fact that the corporate
governance system shifted from emphasis on pragmatic business
operation to maximizing shareholder wealth demonstrates the
capacity for change as well as the fact that shifting emphasis to
facilitation of functional operation of the company is well within
the scope of the flexibility of current corporate law.
Present market and technology forces for change will have a
much greater impact on corporations, which rely heavily on
innovation and high-tech products, as they depend heavily on
the contributions of the technically skilled worker. Corporations
in traditional areas of goods and services may feel less pressure
from the markets and technology to make changes. In the ab-
sence of compelling product market pressures, what can compel
corporate leaders to refocus priority on the operational aspects
of the corporation? In the long term, the continued existence of
the status and privilege of the corporate form may be the deter-
mining factor. Corporations are creatures of the law-formed,
nurtured, and protected by legal enactments. If corporations
stray too far from their initial purpose, it becomes valid to
question their very right to continued existence or at least their
existence under the present status of corporate law.
IV. CONCLUSION
The central role of implementation, utilization and develop-
ment of new technology in both functional activities and produc-
tion mandates increasing corporate reliance on the intellectual
talents of the technically skilled worker. The isolation and de-
moralization of Dilbert and his soul mates must be addressed
not only to alleviate their personal despair but also to integrate
and utilize their talents fully in maximizing corporate produc-
tivity and competitiveness. The very survival of high-tech enter-
prises is contingent upon the contribution of these workers
while corporations in traditional sectors of goods, which rely on
technology to make products more efficiently, need the skills of
such workers to maintain their competitive edge.
Devising new forms of corporate governance are not necessar-
ily the solution. The problem can best be resolved by shifting
emphasis back to the initial purpose of the corporate gover-
nance system and professional managers, namely carrying out
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functional operation of the business for distant and disperse
owners. Such a focus would mandate both effective, consistent
communication with, and participation of, the skilled workers
who understand .the details of the fundamental functions of the
business. The job satisfaction and sense of purpose of
Dagwood's era, displaced by the pessimism and demoralization
of Dilbert's era, must be reinstated in the technically skilled
workers of the twenty-first century to insure that corporations
will prosper in the New Age of Informatics.
Nancy J. Jensen

